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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, I have prepared a brief presentation on how Spanish society perceive drought risk. As all of you know, droughts are a very recurrent natural phenomena in some countries of Southern Europe that could be exacerbated due to climate change
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main contents of my presentation are summaried in three ideas. First of all, I will show you some examples of press releases in order to understand how Spanish society is concerned about droughts. This issue is frequent in Spanish media and both at national and local newspapers.Then I will explain what tools might be relevant for droughts management and for the evaluation of drought riskAnd finally I will review the drought planning management in Spain in terms of implementation 



UNDERSTANDING DROUGHT RISK 

IN THE PRESS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So.. Let’s start with the first point “how to understand drought risk through the press”



Understanding 
DROUGHT RISK

• Supply restrictions: 
a) urban
b) tourist
c) agricultural

• Economical losses

• Social costs

Reservoirs hit the 
bottom
24/08/2015 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This first example shows the low level of water reservoirs during this summer 2015. Droughts have significant impacts on society that vary from: supply restrictions to several uses. In this case mainly for urban supply and the turism economical losses  and high social costs associated



Understanding 
DROUGHT RISK
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S.O.S wells for 
agriculture

29/08/2015 

• Supply restrictions: 
a) urban
b) tourist
c) agricultural

• Economical losses

• Social costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second examples refers instead to S.O.S wells (relief wells) to supply agriculture. Failures in the supply system cause high economical losses and social costs
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• Vulnerability of nature

• Higher risk of fire

Understanding 
DROUGHT RISK

Lack of rain 
dificultes forest 
regeneration!

30/08/2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third example is related to the environment protection and the vulnerability of nature when droughts comes usually associated with a higher risk of fire 



Understanding 
DROUGHT RISK

Drought 
Emergency 

Plans
30/09/2015 
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• Supply guarantee

• Social awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the last one refers to the obligation of Spanish municipalities of elaborating drought emergency plans (at local level) when they reach a population supply of 20.000 inhabitants or higher



TOOLS FOR MANAGING DROUGHT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I guess it is clear that Spanish society is concern about droughts and now I will explain how do we measure drought status



Importance of drought indices

• Effective planning tools to control and monitor

• Quantify abnormal hydro-climatic conditions:

 Intensity

 Duration

 Spatial extension

• Declaration of the beginning and the end of drought episodes

• Good communication tool for diverse audiences and users

• Justify an objective decision making

• Starting point for the implementation of mitigation measures
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Presentation Notes
Droughts are complex natural phenomena that are usually slowly developed. They are difficult to be detected and controlled and they require a continuous monitoring for being characterised.Drought indices are an effective tool to control and monitor this situations. Indices quantify abnormal hydro-…. They serve to quantify the intensity, duration and spatial extension. Drought indices are used for declaration…They are a good…. And justify an objective decision making based on quantitative values. Drought indices are the starting point for the implementation of mitigation measures



•Monthly maps of the status index in hydrological basins 

 Reservoirs storage

 Groundwater levels

 River flows

 Rainfall

(Taken from: Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment 
http://www.magrama.es/).

National Drought Indicator System in Spain  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In 2007 the Ministry of Environment has established a National Drought Indicator System which allows to forecast drought situations and is a general reference for the formal declaration of droughts in Spanish interregional river basin organisations.The system consists of spatially distributed control points that collect information about the water stored in reservoirs, groundwater levels, river flows and precipitation.  Each basin has chosen those variables that best describe the behaviour of their water resources systems resulting in a general homogeneity at a national scale.The status index maps are published monthly in the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment’s website (www.magrama.es)

http://www.aemet.es/


SEP-2014SEP-2013

Example: Júcar

• Status index takes values between 0 and 1:

 Four hydrological status

 Five risk restrictions 
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Indice de Estado Estado 
Hidrológico   

Riesgo de 
restricción 

               SI ≥  + 0,75 Normality  Very Low 
               SI ≥  + 0,50 Normality Low 
+ 0,49 > SI ≥  + 0,30 Pre-alert Medium 
+ 0,29 > SI ≥  + 0,15 Alert High  
               SI ≤  + 0,14 Emergency Very High   

 

National Drought Indicator System in Spain  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The Status Index takes values from 0 and 1. Low values are associated to drought conditions By pondering the index value based on the characteristic demand volumes in each area a global index value is obtained for each water resources system. The graduation allows to classify the water resources systems in four hydrological statuses that assess the restriction risk in the water demands units in five possible levels: very low… to very high.



DROUGHT PLANNING MANAGEMENT IN 

SPAIN
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Presentation Notes
I will explain now the “drought planning management in Spain”



• Law 10/2001, of 5th July, of the 
National Hydrological Plan, 
establishes the basis for the planned 
drought management  

 Global hydrologic indicator 
system to foresee drought

 Drought Management Plans

 Emergency Plans for drought

Legal framework

Júcar Drought Plan
2007
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Law for the National Hydrological Plan establish the basis for the planned drought management. This law required the development of a global hydrologic indicator system to foresee drought. The elaboration of Drought management Plans must be carry out by river basin authorities. Jucar River Basin Authority approved its Drought Management Plan in 2007. And another obligation of this law is that the municipalities must develop the Emergency Plans for Drought when the reach higher population of 20.000 inhabitants
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Status Index Values  
Entering scenarios Exiting scenarios 

Hydrological 
status During Condition  

SI During Condition  
SI 

Hydrologica
l Status  

Normality - ≥ 0,50 -  - 

Pre-alert 3 consecutive 
months ]0,50 - 0,30] 3 consecutive 

months ≥ 0,50 Normality 

Alert 2 consecutive 
months ]0,30 - 0,15] 

2 consecutive 
months ≥ 0,50 

Pre-alert 6 consecutive 
months ]0,50 - 0,30] 

Emergency 2 consecutive 
months  < 0,15 

2 consecutive 
months ]0,50 - 0,30] Alert 

6 consecutive months ]0,30 - 0,15] 
 

Drought Management Plans 

•Drought Management Plans describe the criteria to enter and exit all 

scenarios, that set the framework for mitigation measures: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drought declaration implies the entry into force of the drought management Plans that establish the exploitations rules and measures to be applied in regards to the use of the public hydraulic domain. Bearing in mind the caution principle and to avoid brusque changes in management the beginning and end of the scenario will take place when the indicators remains a number of consecutive months depending on the intensity degree of drought.



Evolution of drought scenarios in Jucar District 

JULY 2015 MAY 2015

NOVEMBER 2014 SEPTEMBER 2014

MARCH 2015 JANUARY 2015

• A number of measures are taken to 
face drought situations:

 Enforcement of specific 
regulations to palliate the 
effects of droughts.

 Implementation of drought 
management plans.

 Application of measures 
depending on the indicators’ 
status: droughts wells, water 
reutilisation, change in the 
source of water supply, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on the evolution of drought scenarios in the District a number of measures are taken to face drought situations such as the enforcement of regulations, the implementation of drought management plan, drought wells, reutilisation, changes in the supply etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for your attenting. Hope this serves as an example for the forum results

mailto:tatiana.ortega@chj.es
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